
Experience 
 

Magic workshops 

for children 
 
WORKSHOP OUTLINE: 

 
“Growing children’s confidence and performance skills through an introduction into the 
mysterious and wonderful world of Magic.” 
 

Our Trainers: 

 

Our workshops are designed to introduce children (ideally aged 6 and up) to magic. It is 

usually taught by Jasper who also teaches our adult and advanced workshops! We currently 

work with 4 different coaches in our team who are all as competent.  

 

All our tutors are professional magicians. Some are also full time children party magicians in 

locally who understand the inquisitive and experimental nature of children. We are always 

happy to suggest ideas and help the children develop their magic and presentational skills in 

a safe, supportive and positive environment. 

 

Our Program: 

 

Our trained magic tutors will first show case a demonstration to the group before explaining 

exactly how to perform each effect to family and friends. The workshop will cover different 

materials, designed to be interactive and fun, with time for practice. Questions can also be 

asked about the material covered during the workshop. 

 

The last 15 minutes is a chance for any children who wish to perform a magic trick to the 

group to do so or to ask questions, experiment, socialise and perform their magic in front of 

a live audience. We close off by reminding children about the core principles of magic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Other Details: 

 

Venues for the workshops can be arranged for on our side, but we usually encourage our 

clients to provide a venue with tables and chairs to facilitate the program.  

 

We have received very positive feedback from parents and teachers alike, all commenting on 

noticeable benefits from our workshop. Magic offers something for everyone, giving every 

child a boost in confidence!  

 

We typically limit the numbers to a maximum of 12 people per session, which would typically 

last for an hour. Do contact us about the cost of the workshop which will largely be dependent 

on the number of classes.  

 

Sometimes for older children, we find that our more intensive adult course is more suitable, 

feel free to contact us to discuss this further! 

 

Parents and guardians are most welcomed to sit in the workshop, and we normally 

recommend that they do so for the younger children.  
 
All necessary materials are supplied for the participants.   
 

 

www.experiencemagic.com.sg

 


